October 26, 2018

ADDENDUM NO. 3 TO SPECIFICATION NO. 1307P
Temecula Valley Recycled Water Pipeline

This addendum to the specifications is for the purpose of adding, clarifying, or deleting certain information to the construction drawings and project specifications as follows:

BIDDING SHEETS

Revise the following:
Page BS-6, EQUIPMENT AND MATERIAL, DELETE the following item:

24-inch Gate Valves (Tapping Valves)

THE BIDDING SHEETS HAVE BEEN UPDATED AND ARE INCLUDED IN THE REVISED PROPOSAL PACKAGED MADE A PART OF THIS ADDENDUM. FAILURE TO SUBMIT THE REVISED PROPOSAL PACKAGE “MAY” DEEM YOUR BID NON-RESPONSIVE

SPECIAL CONDITIONS

REVISE SC-35 as follows:
SC-35. Recycled Water Pipeline. All buried recycled water piping shall be cement mortar lined and coated with tape wrap and rock shield and steel pipe (Class 250) with a minimum cylinder thickness of 0.281 inches in accordance with the Special Conditions, Supplemental Special Conditions, and Section 15061 of the Specifications. Pipe shall be tape wrapped with a 2-layer tape wrap per AWWA C214, with a 3/4-inch thick cement mortar coating armor to protect the tape wrap. Flanges for the piping shall be AWWA Class “E” Flanges unless otherwise noted. See Supplemental Special Conditions for valve and appurtenance requirements.

ADD SC-49 as follows:
SC-49. Traffic Control. The Traffic Control Plans shown in the Contract Drawings are provided for information only. The Contractor shall submit a specific traffic control plan for review and approval by the City of Temecula and the City of Murrieta.
SECTION P – CONTRACT DRAWINGS

1. **Sheet 14:** *REVISE* Note no. 3 to read, “Install 20’ long plain end pipe sections with depend-o-loc Style 233 Restrained Flexible Couplings for Dynamic joint Deflection, or equal. Couplings shall be rated for 300 psi. Provide type 316 stainless steel nuts, bolts, and washers. Couplings shall be fusion bonded epoxy coated per AWWA C213, 12 mils Min. DFT and NSF 6’ approved. Gaskets shall be EPDM.

2. **Sheet 23:** *DELETE* Note no. 2

3. **Sheet 25:** *DELETE Harness Detail 6*

4. **Sheet 25:** On Detail 1, 4” or 6” AR/VV Assembly Detail for RW, Revise Material List Item No. 2 to read, “30” diameter X 42” air vac cover with double door, Pipeline Products Model VCDD-3042 or equal, Powder Coat Purple.”

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS

R & D Mechanical Supply

Q1. I just noticed the Section 15089-Nuts and Bolts are calling for Carbon Steel Bolts. The Drawing Sheet 26 Detail 1 & 6 is calling for 316 SS. I need to know what material to quote.

A1. Contractor shall install nuts in bolts in accordance with Specification 02718.3.08, unless otherwise noted on the plans.
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